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Abstract: To address the challenge of extracting opinions from semi-structured webpages such as blog posts and prod-
uct rankings, encoder-decoder transformer models are employed. We enhance the models’ performance by
generating synthetic data using large language models like GPT3.5 and GPT-4, diversified through prompts
featuring various text styles, personas and product characteristics. Different fine-tuning strategies are experi-
mented, training both with and without domain-adapted instructions, as well as, training on synthetic customer
reviews, targeting tasks such as extracting product names, pros, cons, and opinion sentences. Our evaluation
shows a significant improvement in the models’ performance in both product characteristic and opinion ex-
traction tasks, validating the effectiveness of using synthetic data for fine-tuning and signals the potential of
pretrained language models to automate web scraping techniques from diverse web sources.

1 INTRODUCTION

Acquiring customer review data by web scraping is a
labor intensive task specific to use cases, as it requires
developers to understand the structure of the docu-
ment object model (DOM) of the targeted website and
decide on the appropriate tools available. Although
there are many resources available to scrape customer
reviews from prominent e-commerce sites (Myers and
McGuffee, 2015; Sharma, 2014), these resources are
susceptible to structural alterations. Regular web
changes, such as A/B testing, often modify the un-
derlying DOM structure and making human written
web scrapers ineffective. The task becomes even
more challenging when the objective is to collect data
from a diverse range of websites. This motivates re-
search on different web scraping approaches that can
be more robust and adaptable to website structural di-
versity and regular updates.
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In this paper, we propose a transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) web scraper specifically tailored for opin-
ion mining from webpages that describe and compare
multiple e-Commerce products within a single blog
post.

Our approach is presented in Fig. 1. To extract
valuable information, we require the concrete prod-
uct name to appear in the context, as it is essential
for assessing the exact product under analysis. To
overcome the challenges of restrictive context win-
dow lengths in language models and the noisy web
structure, we employ targeted HTML chunking. This
approach enables us to link product names and their
corresponding reviews more effectively. Our solution
leverages a text classification-based algorithm, allow-
ing us to segment valuable text chunks, linking them
to specific product names. Further opinion extraction
is performed by a pre-trained language model that is
instructed to extract information about the pros and
cons mentioned in the segment.

Our web scraping approach:

• Leverages variants of the transformer architec-
ture:

– BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) for product name
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Figure 1: Functionalities.

classification.
– FLAN-T5 (Chung et al., 2022) finetuned on

instruction-following data and synthetic web-
blogs generated with GPT-3.5, GPT-4 to extract
product names with their associated pros and
cons (Møller et al., 2023).

• Identifies and isolates text chunks relevant to a
single product.

• Provides sentences that carry an opinion in each
of the chunks.

• Details which part of the sentence signals senti-
ment related to the product.

The method provides a holistic view of the web-
site, automatically labeling key sentiment aspects at
the sentence level, such as the explicitly stated pros
and cons of a product. Furthermore, the collected data
can be a resource for a variety of machine learning
models, depending on the degree of detail required.
For example, broader context data can be used to pro-
vide an overview of general sentiment trends across
multiple reviews, while more granular data can help
train models for aspect-based sentiment analysis.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to:

• combine BERT-based text classification of HTML
elements with FLAN-T5 for opinion extraction,

• use synthetic data for intruction finetuning of

encoder-decoder transformer for the task of infor-
mation extraction of semi-structured web pages,

• generate instruction data for the e-commerce do-
main.

The approach was evaluated in the case of web
scraping blogger reviews on three product categories:
laundry detergents, dishwasher tablets, and insulated
cups. This involves processing a total of 100 websites
and collecting 900 reviews as a part of train set. The
primary focus lies in categorizing HTML elements
on web blogs through text classification to link prod-
uct names with their corresponding reviews. Sub-
sequently, the positive and negative aspects of each
product from the reviews were extracted.

2 RELATED WORK

Recent advancements in machine learning-based web
scrapers have explored the use of language models to
deal with the unstructured text domain of webpages
(Li et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022). By integrat-
ing HTML into the training process, these methods
aim to develop models that can efficiently extract in-
formation from various website structures for tasks
such as answering questions and comprehension of
the text in SWDE and WebSRC datasets (Hao, 2011;
Chen et al., 2021). However, they often fall short in
handling the real-world diversity and disorganization
found in blogs, being restricted primarily due to their
limited context window. There was also created a
framework (Xie et al., 2021) known as WebKE that
approach utilizes pre-trained language models to ex-
tract knowledge from semi-structured webpages by
incorporating markup language and encoding layout
semantics. In order to enhance the efficient web ex-
ploration of emotional content (like opinions) (Vural
et al., 2014) was developed a sentiment-oriented web
crawling framework. The main objective of this tool
is to prioritize the systematic exploration of sentimen-
tal content compared to non-sentimental content. In
the context of this framework, they present three ap-
proaches:a technique on reffering anchor text, a tech-
nique based on reffering pages content and technique
utilizing machine learning methods.

3 OUR APPROACH

In order to solve the problem of chunk extraction, we
first deploy the model which is responsible for extrac-
tion of structured data from webpages. To do so, at
the beggining the module named ”Proheader”, which
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is responsible for the extraction of headers and related
descriptions was developed. The ”Proheader” mod-
ule depends on the ”Title Classifier”, which is based
on the BERT architecture. (Devlin et al., 2019) We
trained our classifier using our own database. The
used data for the fine-tune classifier was 2,000 prod-
uct names, and 10% of them are noisy by joining other
words to the front and back - to simulate a title. An-
other 2,000 examples of negative classes came from
website headlines that are not related to products. The
diagram 2 presents the process of extraction opinions
from a single webpage. The first flow at the top of the
diagram shows how we identify the text that reviews
the product from the website. The second flow shows
how we indicate sentences containing pros, cons, and
the product name from the opinion text detected in the
previous step.

The main concept behind the idea of ”Proheader
Module” uses the fact that in our product domain
webpages (blogposts, rankings) it happens very often
that product name is hidden inside of a header (one of
h1 - h5 html tags). We want to increase a probabil-
ity that a given header is selected. Therefore, for each
header, we produce a list of alternative headers, which
contain the whole header’s text and smaller in length
parts of a given header - let us name all of those as
alternative headers. Then, for each alternative header,
we ask our ”Title Classifier” whether it is a product
name. If so, we consider the given header as the po-
tential product header.

We define a ”pattern sequence” as a sequence of
tag names between two potential product headers with
their names included. For example, if a leading and
ending headers are h2 tags a pattern sequence might
look like: (h2, a, p, p, h3, p, h2), where a and p are hy-
perlink and paragraph tag names respectively. Let us
assume that headers are adjacent if there is no header
of the same kind following the pattern sequence be-
tween them. Using previously found potential prod-
uct headers, we find all pairs of adjacent product
headers. We define pattern length as the distance be-
tween the first and the last of two adjacent headers.
We select the most common pattern sequence from
sequences found between adjacent headers, preferring
the one that has the least length.

We define a list of candidate headers and descrip-
tions as an empty list. The discovered sequence con-
tains a starting header and an ending one. From each
of those headers we search for the other one of the
same kind, following pattern sequence in both up and
down directions. If a header of the same kind is found
after performing a given direction, we append it to
the list of candidate headers. If the performed search
direction was up, the tags on the path to the newly

discovered header are directly mapped to its descrip-
tion. Otherwise, we check whether we can perform
the pattern sequence once again. If so, found tags are
mapped to the header description.

The above procedure produces candidate headers
and descriptions. The goal of the procedure was to
enhance a list of potential product headers and extract
the descriptions between them.

Within the context of extraction of product char-
acteristics module, we identify: product name, pros
and cons of a product.

The product names appear in both the headers and
the descriptions. We ask the FLAN-T5 model to ex-
tract the product name from a header. Then we again
ask for the name of the product from a description.
We select the best of both names with the use of a
”Title Classifier”. The pros and cons of a product are
hidden in its description. We extract them again with
the use of the FLAN-T5 model.

In extraction of opinions module it is assumed that
a single opinion as a whole sentence about a given
product. The characteristics that describe a given
product are pros and cons. To address the problem
of extraction of entire sentences, we use the informa-
tion retrieval method ”Okapi BM25” (Amati, 2009),
which, given a small text chunk, is capable of finding
the most relevant sentence.

4 IMPROVING THE
INSTRUCTION TUNED
LANGUAGE MODEL

In order to improve our FLAN-T5 model, we fine-
tune it with data which we generate using GPT mod-
els developed by OpenAI (Brown et al., 2020; Ope-
nAI, 2023).

4.1 Generation of Synthetic Datasets

Part of our research involves the exploration of how
the capabilities of large language models such as
GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 can be transferred to smaller,
more accessible models. An exemplary model in this
context is FLAN-T5, which has been pre-trained and
fine-tuned on instructions—brief descriptions of tasks
that have empirically demonstrated effective perfor-
mance on out-of-distribution tasks in zero-shot set-
tings.

With a focus on transfer learning, we formulated a
two-step approach to synthetic dataset generation for
fine-tuning FLAN-T5.
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Figure 2: Skeleton of our approach.

1. Generating Product Domain-Specific Instruc-
tions - Instruct Dataset: The first step involves
the creation of instructions tailored to the prod-
uct domain. The goal here is to adapt FLAN-T5
to understand and process data specific to product
reviews, comparisons, and rankings.

2. Generating Weblog Pages with Varied Styles
and Content: The second step focuses on pro-
ducing synthetic weblog pages that reflect a di-
verse distribution of styles (Chen et al., 2022) and
content, including specific pros and cons associ-
ated with various products. This diversity is vital
in replicating the complexity and heterogeneity of
real-world blogs, thereby enhancing the model’s
ability to handle various formats and layouts.

Figure 3 shows the schema of our method to generate
synthetic data.
We design prompts that we send to OpenAI’s API to
produce our datasets.

4.1.1 Instruct Dataset

Following prior work on instruct finetuning (Taori
et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023), we generate a dataset
which contains product domain instructions. As a re-
sult, we obtain 4,606 instructions. A sample general
instruction is ”What are the most notable features of
the X product line?”, where X is instantiated to a spe-
cific product name.

4.1.2 Synth Dataset

We constructed a synthetic dataset of product reviews
for the following purposes:

• Diversity and Control: Using the GPT-3.5 and
GPT-4 models, we generated blog posts about
products, incorporating specific styles, personas,
problems, and bloggers. Customization, detailed
in table 1, allows for a controlled diversification
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Figure 3: Synthetic data generation schema.

of opinions and styles, reflecting the complexity
of real-world blogs.

• We prompt the GPT-3.5, GPT-4 models to gener-
ate blogposts about products. The product names
are taken from our own database. We enhance the
instruction with an order to generate it in a given
style and like it was written by a given persona.
The 6 personas, 5 problems and different styles
and bloggers are generated by GPT. We present
our prompts and variable prompts components in
table 1. The process of adding styles, personas,
problems, and bloggers increases the diversifica-
tion of opinions.

• To obtain webpages without opinions, we order
GPT to generate it without any pros and cons.
Similarly, we obtain webpages without product
names.

• Then, we ask the GPT to extract product names,
pros and cons from generated blogposts.

• Balancing the Dataset: To create a more bal-
anced distribution of possible webpages that our

model may encounter, we used GPT-3.5 and GPT-
4 to generate webpage variations. These vari-
ations included some pages devoid of opinions
(such as pros and cons) and others without prod-
uct names. This approach ensured a more diverse
and representative set of data, allowing our model
to handle text chunks that may not contain pros
and cons.

The GPT is ordered to return a valid json string. If
it is not valid, we repeat asking the GPT. We used the
following prompts:

• ”Let’s assume that {{product name}} is a hy-
pothetical {{product type}}. {{actor action}}
this washing powder, its advantages, disadvan-
tages, own and others experiences and opinions.
Get all pros span from this text. Get all cons
span from this text. Put message only in the
JSON structure {”text”:”..”, ”pros span”:[”..”],
”cons span”:[”..”]} without any comments.”

• ”Generate some hypothetical washing pow-
der. It should have the product name, in-
cluding brand and variant. Describe this
washing powder, its advantages, disadvantages,
own and others experiences and opinions us-
ing keywords: {{Problems}}. Get all pros
span from this text. Get all cons span
from this text. Put message only in the
JSON structure {”product name”:”..”,”text”:”..”,
”pros span”:[”..”],
”cons span”:[”..”]} without any comments.”

• Generate blog post about
{{PRODUCT NAME}}. The text must not
contain positive and negative features, advan-
tages, disadvantages, pros and cons. This blog
should have the following style: {{STYLES}}.
This blog should be generated, as if it was written
by {{BLOGGER}}.
We obtain a dataset consisting of 15,831 blog

posts. There are annotated product names, pros and
cons. Similarly, we develop a dataset with titles of
webpages - with and without product names. Then,
we ask the GPT to extract product names from the
titles. The resulting dataset consists of 5,829 titles.

In total, we get a dataset of 21,659 annotated texts,
giving us 64,977 instructions. We will use them to
fine-tune our model. In table 2 we provide a number
of cases where the answer is not presented in a text
of a given kind. We are observing an imbalance, as it
is much more common for blogs to have pluses than
minuses. If we consider percentages of duplicates in
answers made by GPT we can observe that:

• in generated texts there are 0.69% of duplicates
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Table 1: Bloggers, Problems, Personas and Styles.

Bloggers Problems Personas Styles
Penelope Poeticus Packaging cuts hands Blogger, product specialist Informative
Zenith Masters Bad choice Blogger - influencer Historical
Chuckle McBubbles Smears Blogger - mother of young children Scientific
Professor Laundrylore Hard to open Blogger, who enjoys sensationalism Narrative
Dr. Detergento Not suitable for... Blogger - teenager Satirical
Mythos Mytherson Blogger writes about their experiences Expository

Table 2: Count of cases when answer is not found in Synth.

Count / percent of texts without:
Pros Cons Product Name

blogs 5310 / 34% 8086 / 51% 8387 / 53%
titles all all 2940 / 50%
all 11139 / 51% 13915 / 64% 11327 / 52%

• in pros there are 0.26% of duplicates

• in cons there are 2.53% of duplicates

Therefore, we conclude that our synthesized dataset is
diversificated with less than 1% of repetitions in both
generated webpages and titles.

4.2 Our Test Set

We run the proheader module on a dataset of 155 can-
didate webpages. The module produces product lists
on 77 out of them. This gives us in total 908 pairs of
headers and descriptions.

In case of headers dataset we annotate each of
them via marking the span which contains the prod-
uct name. In only 76 cases there is no product name
in the title.

When we consider descriptions dataset, we mark
the spans corresponding to: product names, pros of
the product and cons of the product. There are 411
descriptions that do not contain any name of a prod-
uct, 338 which do not contain a disadvantage, and 253
that do not contain an advantage.

We credit Doccano (Nakayama et al., 2018) ”open
source” annotation tool, which we use during the span
marking process.

5 EXPERIMENTS

During the experiments, our goal is to examine the
performance of models of different sizes and fine-
tuned on different data, and then compare them. The
performance of the models is measured with met-
rics to evaluate the quality of text prediction (Exact
Match, BLEU(Papineni et al., 2002), ROUGE(Lin,
2004)). In the following steps, we examine how the

Table 3: Pros - models comparison.

model EM BLEU ROUGEL-f1
base pure 0.03 0.1 0.1
large pure 0.2 0.23 0.23
base instr. 0.0 0.21 0.25
large instr. 0.01 0.26 0.34

base instr. then p. 0.25 0.51 0.58
large instr. then p. 0.23 0.59 0.51

base instr. & p. 0.24 0.51 0.59
large instr. & p. 0.0 0.21 0.25

base p. 0.24 0.7 0.7
large p. 0.24 0.51 0.59

model behaves in cases where the text does not con-
tain any of the information we are looking for. Also,
we check the performance of the model by looking
at whole sentences that contain the information being
searched for.
To compare results, we have tested 10 different Flan-
T5 (Chung et al., 2022) models with different sizes
and fine-tuned on the basis of various data:

• base and large Flan-T5 without fine-tuning (base
pure / large pure),

• base and large Flan-T5 fine-tuned on instructional
data (base instruct / large instruct),

• base and large Flan-T5 fine-tuned on data related
to blog reviews (base products / large products),

• base and large Flan-T5 fine-tuned first on instruc-
tional data and then on data related to blog reviews
(base instr. then p. / large instr. then p.),

• base and large fine-tuned simultaneously on in-
structional data and product reviews on blogs
(base instr. & p. / large instr. & p.)

The round brackets contain the abbreviated names of
the models under which they appear in the following
tables.

5.1 Evaluation

The main goal of the experiment is to evaluate our
approach and compare the models in how they deal
with the problems we have prepared: extracting the
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Table 4: Cons - models comparison.

model EM BLEU ROUGEL-f1
base pure 0.02 0.19 0.14
large pure. 0.46 0.6 0.55
base instr. 0 0.11 0.15
large instr. 0.21 0.51 0.46

base instr. then p. 0.65 0.76 0.79
large instr. then p. 0.65 0.76 0.79

base instr. & p. 0.63 0.75 0.78
large instr. & p. 0.21 0.51 0.46

base p. 0.63 0.75 0.78
large p. 0.66 0.77 0.80

Table 5: Product names - models comparison.

model EM BLEU ROUGEL-f1
base pure 0.36 0.5 0.56
large pure 0.53 0.6 0.63
base instr. 0.4 0.54 0.58
large instr. 0.63 0.71 0.72

base instr. then p. 0.59 0.69 0.71
large instr. then p. 0.66 0.76 0.74

base instr. & p. 0.59 0.7 0.72
large instr. & p. 0.63 0.71 0.72

base p. 0.61 0.72 0.71
large p. 0.65 0.73 0.75

name, pros and cons from the product review text.
Tables 3 to 5 show a comparison of model results
for three different tasks: pros, cons, and product
names extraction using Exact Match (EM), BLEU
and ROUGEL-F1 metric.

After testing all variants of the model, it was con-
cluded that the large Flan-T5 model, which was fine-
tuned only on product-related data, performed best
on the task of extracting product names and cons
from product opinions (as can be seen from the Exact
Match, BLEU, and ROUGEL-F1 metrics in Tables 4
and 5).
During the task of extracting product pros in the
BLEU and ROUGEL-F1 metrics, the base model fine-
tuned only on product-related data performed best.
However, the base model fine-tuned first on instruc-
tions and then on product-related data has the highest
Extract Match value (Table 3).
The significant differences in metrics for the same
models, but for different tasks, is due to the fact that
the test set for each task differs in the amount of text
which does not contain searched information. The
same model may deliver different results in the iden-
tification of information or in the simple indication
of information. Our data contain real data in orig-
inal proportions, so it would be inconsistent to ar-
tificially balance the set to have the same number

Table 6: Information Retrieval - Pros from opinion.

filename precision recall f1 k
large instr. & p. 0.44 0.61 0.5 4
large instr. then p. 0.44 0.61 0.49 4
large p. 0.44 0.61 0.49 4
base instr. & p. 0.44 0.61 0.49 4
base p. 0.44 0.6 0.49 4

Table 7: Information Retrieval - Cons from opinion.

filename precision recall f1 k
base instr. then p. 0.66 0.76 0.69 4
large instr. then p. 0.66 0.72 0.68 3
base p. 0.65 0.75 0.68 4
large p. 0.67 0.72 0.68 3
large p. 0.65 0.76 0.68 4

of ”ANSWERNOTFOUND” cases. Texts are much
more likely to contain product pros, rather than cons.
Therefore, when detecting defects, the most probable
correct answer will be ”ANSWERNOTFOUND.”

5.2 Information Retrieval Evaluation

In the next experiment, we want to measure the
effectiveness of the models in terms of extracting
whole sentences that contain the information we seek.
We use metrics like precision, recall, and f1, turning
the problem into classification (only for evaluation
process), whether the expected whole sentence was
predicted by the model.

We used the BM25 algorithm to search for whole
sentences in opinions that contain pros, cons, and
product names indicated by the model. Table 6, 7 and
8 show the individual metrics for different models and
the parameter k, which was used in the get top n()
function in the BM25 algorithm.

6 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

We observed significant qualitative improvements
when training FLAN-T5 using synthetic data from

Table 8: Information Retrieval - Product names from opin-
ion.

filename precision recall f1 k
large instr. & p. 0.56 0.68 0.6 3
large instr. & p. 0.54 0.72 0.59 4
large instr. 0.56 0.65 0.59 3
large p. 0.55 0.67 0.58 3
large instr. 0.53 0.69 0.58 4
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GPT-3.5 and GPT-4. This suggests that distilling
knowledge from larger models holds promise for
practical language model applications and empha-
sizes the importance of further analyzing how the syn-
thetic data enhanced our model. However, given the
broader implications, we chose not to open-source the
synthetic dataset. Our primary concern is the poten-
tial for these data to inadvertently contaminate future
web scraping efforts, which could compromise the
quality of the data for training upcoming language
models.
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